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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

COURT DENIES MOTION TO DISMISS OR STAY ANTITRUST ACTIONS IN

PRIME TIME CASES

United States National Broadcasting Company Inc Civ 72-819 RJK
October 29 1973 DJ 60211113

United States Columbia Broadcasting System Inc et al Civ 72820

FJK October 29 1973 DJ 60211114

United States American Broadcasting Companies Inc Civ 72-821 RJK
October 29 1973 DJ 60211115

On October 29 1973 Judge Robert Kefleher of the Central District of

California denied the consolidated motions of NBC CBS and ABC to dismiss

without prejudice or in the alternative to stay the antitrust actions filed by

the Division on April 14 1972

The defendants argued that the maintenance of the actions would conflict

with the Federal Communications Commissidns regulations and that the

doctrine of primary jurisdiction or comity required dismissal or stay They

contended that the rules adopted by the FCC in 1970 designed to effectuate

free competition in television programming did not end the FCCs inquiry and

urged the court to postpone the antitrust actions until such time as the FCC has

had an opportunity to assess the effect of the 1970 rules Defendants contended

that although proceeding under different standards the target of the FCCs
rules and the antitrust actions are the same and the prayers for relief in the

complaints parallel and overlap the FCCs rules proceeding with these cases

will commit both the court and the parties to major investigation largely

duplicative of the FCCs work during the pendency of the court proceedings

the FCC would find itself in quandary as to what further steps to take in

assessing and revising its rules and the relief sought by the Division if

granted would be either so duplicative or discordant that the FCCs regulatory

scheme would be destroyed

The Division opposed the motions to dismiss or stay on the grounds that

only federal court can determine whether defendant has violated the

Sherman Act the FCC does not have primary jurisdiction over the antitrust

issues in the actions and an antitrust proceeding should not be stayed
absent specific grant of immunity for the conduct alleged to violate the
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antitrust laws The Division stressed that the Supreme Court had decided in

United States Radio Corporation of America 358 334 1959 that the

FCC was not intended to have any authority to pass on antitrust violations as

such and that it was clear that the courts retained jurisdiction to pass on

alleged antitrust violations irrespective of Commission action 358

at 34344

The FCC filed memorandum in this proceeding to dismiss or stay which

set forth the background present status and scope of its related proceedings
and the 1970 rules The rrernoranduri stated

The Department of Justice should not be

precluded from taking an appropriate action under its responsi
bilities for antitrust enforcement simply by reason of the

Commissions continuing interest in network programming practices

Judge Kelleher in holding that the doctrines of primary jurisdiction and

comity were inapplicable distinguished the present actions from Ricci

Chicago Mercantile Exchange 409 289 1973 The court noted defendants

concession that the FCC is not empowered to immunize their activities from the

antitrust laws and found that the FCC is not empowered to adjudicate alleged

antitrust violations Therefore it concluded nothing that the FCC is empowered
to adjudicate would resolve the antitrust issues before the court However the

court stated that great weight would be given to the FCC rules in the event it

became necessary to fashion remedy

STAFF Bernard Hollander Harry Sklarsky Aaron Kahn
Barry Kaplan and Lewis Gold Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Irving Jaffe

COURTS OF APPEAL

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
SUFFICIENCY OF AGENCYS ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

TENTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT SECRETARY OF THE INTERIORS ENVIRON
MENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REGARDING TERMINATION OF HELIUM PURCHASES
IS SUFFICIENT IF PREPARED IN GOOD FAITH AND CONTAINS REASONABLE
DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

National Helium Corporation et al Rogers Morton etc et al
C.A 10 Nos 731169 and 731449 October 19 1973 D.J 1457434

The Secretary of the Interior terminated contracts for the purchase of

helium pursuant to the termination provisions of the contracts The Secretary

based his decision to terminate the contracts on the ground that the program--
which required the purchase and storage of sufficient helium to meet govern
mental requirements until 1995--had been carried out

The Secretary decision to cease the purchase of helium was challenged

by the plaintiffs in the courts In earlier proceedings the court of appeals had

ruled that it was necessary for the Secretary to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement prior to terminating the contracts 455 F.2d 650 C.A 10 The

Secretary then prepared an Environmental Impact Statement The district court

ruled that this Statement was inadequate and we appealed The court of appeals
reversed

The court reaffirmed its earlier ruling that Injunctive relief could not be

founded upon any breach of contract but could only be ordered to obtain

compliance with the National Environment Policy Act The court of appeals found

the Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Secretary to be adequate
and in compliance with that Act In evaluating the Secretarys Environmental

Impact Statement the court rejected the district courts ruling that the standard

of review of an Impact Statement is whether the agencys conclusions are

arbitrary and capricious Rather the court held that the Statement must be

deemed sufficient if prepared in good faith and if the statutory factors to be

considered in preparation of the Statement have been reasonably discussed

therein

STAFF Raymond Battocchi Special Litigation
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SOCIAL SECURITY STATUTORY PRESUMPTION THAT
THE SECRETARYS WAGE RECORDS ARE CORRECT

SIXTH CIRCUIT HOLDS UNSUBSTANTIATED REQUEST FOR REALLOCATION
OF WAGES INSUFFICIENT TO OVERCOME STATUTORY PRESUMPTION OF
CORRECTNESS OF SECRETARYS WAGE RECORDS

Anna Sokyrnyk Caspar Weinberger C.A No 73-1223
October 30 1973 D.J 13737365

Claimant was denied old-age benefits for lack of the requisite quarters

of coverage Following full hearing at which she was represented by counsel
claimant submitted an unsubstantiated amended wage report from former

employer The Appeals Council received the report in evidence but refused

to reverse the hearing examiner denial of benefits The district court set

aside the denial of benefits holding that the amended wage report standing

alone was sufficient to overcome the statutory presumption of correctness

of the Secretarys wage records On appeal the Sixth Circuit reversed

holding that the Secretarys denial of benefits was supported by substantial

evidence

STAFF Karen Siegel Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

COURT OF APPEALS

AIRPORT SEARCH OF BAGGAGE FEDERAL OR PRIVATE SEARCH

PRIVATE SEARCH BY AIRLINE EMPLOYEE NOT FEDERAL SEARCH

United States David Douglas Ogden C.A No 73-1041 September

12 1973 D.J 1201712

Appellant David Ogden was convicted after non-jury trial of conspiracy

to possess and possession with intent to distribute forty-six pounds of marihuana

in violation of 21 U.S.C 841 al and 846

Ogden and his wife purchased tickets at the United Airline ticket counter

at the San Diego airport for 220 p.m flight to Monterey California via

Los Angeles on September 27 1972 at approximately 130 p.m and checked

three bags custom service agent for United determined that the Ogdens fit the

FAA hijack profile in every respect and noted that one bag was extremely heavy
The custom agent circled the tags on the baggage to indicate to other airline

employees that owners of the baggage had been designated as profile selectees

and to prevent flight delay from removal of baggage if its owners were taken

off flight

At the baggage Ailshie an airline employee seeing the encircled

tags set the bags aside and noted that one of the bags was very heavy and felt

solid objects inside He then hit rirf the bag and smelled marihuana an

odor he recognized Using screwdriver he pried open the edge of the bag

and detected stronger scent of marihuana and observed brick-shaped objects

inside He closed the bag and informed the custom agent who then alerted

his supervisor who contacted the federal agent The federal agent arrived

at the bag room at 145 p.m and was told of what the airline employee had

found The federal agent drew within six inches of the baggage and smelled

the odor of marihuana an odor with which he was familiar The airline employee

asked Would you like us to open it again Anderson replied If you had it

open yes The bag was opened to reveal marihuana and the Ogdens were

arrested

The Court was required to determine if the search of the appc1arts

baggage was governmental search and if not whether the bag should have

been reopened without first obtaining search warrant

The Cmrt said that the search was neither federal search cast in the

form of government encouragement or assistance nor the discretionary act of

the airline pursuant to its airline inspection clause but solely an individual
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act prompted by Ailshies curiosity therefore Alishies action was not subject

to the Fourth Amendment

Although the Governments participation in establishing the jointly

operated air security program was found to be dominant the three judge panel
held the airline employees search of Ogdens bags was not directed or

authorized by any federal regulation he search cannot be

characterized as federal search on the basis of the FAA regulations

In refuting the appellant claim that there was sufficient federal

participation in the airline employees search of the bag to render the search

federal one the Court citing Lustig United States 388 74 78-9

1949 as defining federal search said The decisive factor is the

actuality of share by federal official In the total enterprise of securing
and selecting evidence by other than sanctioned means

Since the federal agent did not initially contact United Airlines regarding

the Ogdens or their baggage nor was there Government encouragement or

assistance to open the bags and Ailshie did not open the bag pursuant to the

airlines inspection clause but solely as the result of his own curiosity his

individual action was not subject to the Fourth Amendment Burdeau McDonald
256 465 475 1921

In vindicating the reopening of the bag without warrant the Court found

that the agent had probable cause to search the bag based on his experience
the detection of the marihuana odor and the unequivocal statement of AIlshie

that the suitcase contained marihuana That when the exigencies of time and

the possibility of removal of both the contraband and the suspects create an

emergency no warrant is required Johnson United States 333 10
1415 1948 Hernandez United States 353 F.2d 624 9th Cir 1965

FAA regulations governing airport security are 14 C.F.R 107.1 1972
id 107.3 Id 121.538 and Id 121.589

STAFF United States Attorney Harry Steward

Calif

.1
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FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT

OF 1938 AS AMENDED

The Registration Unit of the Criminal Division administers the Foreign

Agents Registration Act of 1938 as amended 22 U.S.C 611 whic requires

registration with the Attorney General by certain persons who engage within

the United States in defined categories of activity on behalf of foreign principals

OCTOBER 1973

During the month the following new registrations were filed with the Attorney

General pursuant to the provisions of the Act

Davis Public Relations Inc of New York City registered as agent of

the Austrian Tourist Office Registrant acts as Public Relations Counsel to the

foreign principal and reported no financial information at the time it filed

its registration statement

New Zealand Milk Products Inc of Rosemont Illinois registered as

agent of the New Zealand Dairy Board Wellington New Zealand Registrants

activities entail the selling within the United States within the limitations

where app1icb1e of quota restrictions on imports dairy products from New

Zealand in return for fixed rate of commission on each type of product sold

Neville Jones filed short-form registration as Director and Chief Executive

Officer Kenneth Kirkpatrick filed as Technical Advisor concerning milk

protein imports Theodore Foin filed as engaged in sales and technical

services relating to marketing and utilization of milk protein imports and

Aylyn Patterson filed as engaged in shipping and inland transportation of

dairy imports Mr Jones reports salary of $36000 per year Mr Kirkpatrick

reports salary of $24000 per year Mr Foin reports salary of $18000 per

year and Mr Patterson reports salary of $16800 per year

Marvin Leibstone of Woodbridge Virginia registered as agent of

Ambassador Uhm Sim of Cambodia Registrant will act as public relations

counsel for the Ambassador in arranging and advising pertaining to meetings with

members of Congress educators students journalists and officials of public

organizations will act as consultant on public affairs matters and will assist

in the preparation of material to be disseminated Registrant is to receive

fee of $100 $500 per month for his services

Patricia Ryan Public Relations Inc registered as agent of the Sit
John Port and Industrial Development Commission New Brunswick Canaca

Registrant will act as public relations counsel and will research rewrite and

disseminate trade information received from the foreign principal Such material
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will be disseminated to trade journals This is limited contract covering
months beginning in July 1973 and calls for fee to the registrant of $2500.00

Patricia Ryan filed short-form registration statement as public relations
writer and reports fee of $425 per month

Culver International Inc of Boston registered as agent of the Korea
Trade Promotion Corporation Seoul Registrant is engaged in the promotion
of trade between the United States and Korea Clifton Jackson filed

short-form registration statement as Account Executive Jon Plexico filed

as Vice President and James Buckley filed as Vice President All are

engaged in the promotion of trade on part time basis and are regular- salaried

employees of the registrant

Shannon Free Airport Development Co Ltd of New York registered as

agent of its parent at Shannon Airport Co Clare Ireland Registrant engages
in promotional and publicity activities to promote the growth of Shannon
Airport in trade passengers and services Registrant reported receipt of

$70000 in operating expenses for the period August 1973 September 1973

Marsteller Inc d/b/a Burson-Marsteller of New York registered as
agent of Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebdayet ASEA Sweden and

Vneshtorgreklama Moscow For Sweden registrant engages in research and
information retrieval for the foreign principal on imports from Sweden and
trade policy This material is gathered from reports made by Congressional
committees the Tariff Commission and private trade organizations For the

U.S.S.R registrant acts dcvertising agency for the principals ir.ustral
and engineering products and services Registrant reported fee of $1128.99
from Sweden as of the date of registration and its agreement with the U.S.S.R
calls for commission amounting to 20% off the total value of the excuted orders
in the press and 10% on other advertiirr media Dena Rosen Lehman filed

short form registration as Director Research working on the Swedish account
and reports fee in the amount of $30.00 per hour payable to the agency Carl
Levin filed as Public Relations Counselor working on the Swedish account and
reports fee of $60.00 per hour payable to registrant and Robert Trebus
filed as Advertising Liaison working on the Soviet account and reporting fee
of $60.00 per hour

Eddison Jonas Mudadirwa Zvongo of Cambridge Massachusetts

registered as agent of the African National Council of Zimbabwe Salisbury
Rhodesia Registrant will engage in political activities in publicizing the

political situation in Rhodesia Registrant receives no compensation from

the foreign principal but relies on local contributions to cover operating

expenses
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Activities of persons and organizations already registered under

the Act

Malev Hungarian Airlines of New York City filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of the Hungarian Peoples Republic Budapest

Registrant is wholly owned subsidiary of the Hungarian Peoples Republic

and receives its funds from the foreign principal for operating public

relations office within the United States to further tourism to Hungary

Turkish Tourism and Information Office of New York filed exhibits

in connection with its representation of the Ministry of Tourism and

Information of the Turkish Government Ankara Registrants sole purpose

in the United States is the promotion of tourism to Turkey and it is funded

by the Government of Turkey

Sutherland Gould Associates of New York filed copy of its new

agreement with the Swiss National Tourist Office The new agreement calls

for an increase in the registrants monthly retainer fee to $600 Registrant

acts as advertising agency for the Swiss account

Artkino Pictures Inc of New York filed exhibits in connection with

its representation of Sovexportfilm Moscow Registrant selects or purchases

Soviet films for distribution or resale to other companies

Koehi Landis Landan Inc of New York filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of Intourist Moscow Registrant acts as advertising

agency for the foreign principal in connection with promoting tourism to the

U.S.S.R and for these services the registrant receives current space rates

and cost plus service fee for all production

TASS New York Bureau of the Telegraph Agency of the USSR filed

exhibits in connection with its parent in Moscow Registrant gathers and

reports news of the United States and the United Nations and is funded by

the foreign principal

Fawcett Printing Corporation of Rockville Maryland filed exhibits in

connection with its representation of the Soviet Embassy Washington D.C
Registrant prints and distributes Soviet Life Registrant receives base

charge of $29064.00 per 62000 per issue

Spanish National Tourist Office of San Frt ciEro fi.e exhibits in

connection with the Ministry of Information and Tourism Madrid Registrants

sole purpose in the United States is the promotion of tourism to Spain and

registrant is funded by the foreign principal
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Myron Solter of Washington filed exhibits in connection with

his representation of the Taiwan Fireworks Manufacturers Association Republic
of China Taiwan Registrant presented statement to the Consumer Product

Safety Commission in the Matter of Fireworks Devices Fed Reg May 16 1973
For this activity registrant received $12000 plus $1000 expenses

The Palestine Arab Delegation filed exhibits in connection with its

representation of the Arab Higher Committee for Palestine Al Mansourieh
Lebanon Registrants activities include the representation of the Palestinian

cause in the United Nations including the making of speeches and the submission

of memoranda Registrant also issues press releases and pamphlets in connection

with the Palestinian problem Registrant operating budget is between $20 000

and $24000 per year

The Spanish National Tourist Office of Chicago filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of the Ministry of Information and Tourism Madrid
Registrant sole purpose in the United States is the promotion of tourism to

Spain and it is funded by the foreign principal

Louis Lerman of New York City filed exhibits in connection with his

representation of Soviet Life Magazine Embassy of the U.S.S.R Mr Lerman

acts as style editor and reviews the magazine for phrasing and colloquial

expression For these services Mr Lerman receives $1230 per month plus

medical insurance social security postage and travel expenses

Compass Publications of New York filed exhibits in connection with its

representation of Novosti Press Moscow Registrant has an informal agreement
with the foreign principal which entails the editing puhiisning and distributing

of book or series of booklets dealing with various aspects of life in the

Soviet Union At present the account is dormant

French Expositions in the Inc of New York filed exhibits in

connection with its representation of Comite Permanent des Poires et Manifestations

Economiques Paris Registrant represents the principal in the organization of

French collective participations to trade expositions The registrant

is funded by the foreign principal

The Jamaica Progressive League Inc of New York filed exhibits in

connection with its foreign principal the Peoples National Party Kingston

Registrant is engaged in fund raising and political activities on behalf of

the foreign principal

Mitchell Barkett Advertising Inc of New York filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of the Lebanon Tourist Information Office Alia Royal

Jordanian Airline Trans Mediterranean Airways and Kuwait Airways Corp
Registrant will act as advertising agency for the above principals and its

agreement with Lebanon calls for commission to the registrant of 15% on the
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gross amount billed to the advertiser the same terms apply to the agreements

with Jordan and Kuwait For Trans Mediterranean the agreement calls for

fee to the registrant of $1420 per month plus expenses

Modern Talking Picture Service Inc of New York City filed exhibits

in connection with its representation of the German Federal Republic Hong

Kong Tourist Association Island Government of Curacao Yugoslav State

Tourist Office Province of Ontario-Department of Tourism and Information

Province of Nova Scotia Information Scandinavian Railways Company Swedish

Institute Foundation and Bermuda Department of Tourism and Trade Development

Registrant acts as film distribution agent for the above principals and for

Germany registrant is to receive $20.00 per booking for TV bookings for

Yugoslavia registrant is to receive $4.25 for non-theatrical bookings $20.00

per TV booking and $10.00 per CATV bookings for Ontario registrant is to

receive $5.00 per non-theatrical booking $17.50 pertelecast plus $2.50

surcharge on the first five bookings each month and $7 .50 per CATV bookins
br Nova Scotia the rates are $5 .00 non-theatrical $20.00 TV and $10.00 CATV
for Scandinavia $20.00 TV and $10.00 CATV for Sweden $4.25 non-theatrical

$20.00 TV and $10.00 CATV for Curacao $3.15 nontheatrical $20.00 TV and

$10.00 CATV for Bermuda $4.25 non-theatrical plus delivery charges

Stitt Hemmendinger and Kennedy of Washington filed exhibits

in connection with its representation of the U.S.-Mexico Chamber of Commerce

Registrant will render legal advice with respect to the organization of the

principal and will prepare the articles of incorporation Registrants fee to be

$4 000 plus out-of-pocket expenses future retainer is being negotiated for

monthly retainer to the registrant of $2 000

British Columbia House of San Francisco filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of the Government of British Columbia Victoria

Registrant is branch of the British Columbia Government and its sole

function in the United States is to promote tourism to British Columbia

Registrants operating expenses are provided by the foreign principal

Persons who filed short-form registration statements in support of

registrations already on file

On behalf of Caribbean Travel Association of New York whose foreign

principal is the Caribbean Travel Association Curacao N.A Terry Lewis

as Executive Director engaged in the promotion of tourism to the Caribbean

area and reporting salary of $30000 per year

On behalf of Artkino Pictures Inc of New York whose foreign principal

is Sovexportfilm Moscow Carl Horowitz as firm examiner on part time

basis and reporting salary of $22.00 per day
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On behalf of Shearman Sterling of New York whose foreign principals

are Societe de Transport et de Commercialisation des Hydrocarbons Societe

Nationale de Recherches et dExploitations Minieres Minister of Industry and

Energy of Algeria ASA Limited and Schlumberger Limited Alfred Ross Jr

as attorney rendering general legal services on behalf of the foreign principals

and reporting general share of the partnership profits

On behalf of the European Comminity Information Service of Washington
whose foreign principal is the Commission of the European Communities

Sarah Hays Trott as writer and editor working on Newsletters and press releases

On behalf of Utsch Associates Inc of New York whose foreign principal

is Tuzex Ltd Prague Czechoslovakia Anthony Corea as Manager
Registrant is engaged in the sending of gift parcels to recipients in Czechoslovakia

and Mr Corea reports commission of 11% of sales

On behalf of the Japan Trade Center New York Yoshiaki Tsuruoka as

Director reporting salary of $1700 per month Susumu Honobe as Deputy

Executive Director reporting salary of $2450 per month Yosuke Uehara as

Director of Research reporting salary of $1500 per month and Kysshiro Miyata

as Director reporting salary of $1750 per month All are engaged in the

promotion of trade between the United States and Japan

On behalf of Connole and OConnell of Washington whose foreign

principal is the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan James Acterhof as economic

consultant engaged in providing commercial advice concerning the United States

to the National Planning Council of Jordan and stimulating U.S investment

in Jordan through contacts with business firms and government agencies
Mr Acterhof receives salary of $20000 per year pro rated per time devoted

to the Jordanian account

On behalf of the Bermuda Department of Tourism of New York Peter

Smith as assistant manager sales engaged in the promotion of tourism to

Bermuda and reporting salary of $10000 per year

On behalf of Mitchell Barkett Advertising Inc of New York whose

foreign principal is Lebanon Tourist Information Office Mitchell Barkett

engaged in the creation production and placement for all ads connected with

the Lebanese account Mr Barkett reports commission of 17.6% of space

and production

On behalf of Nemir Associates of Washington whose

foreign principal is the Brazilian Sugar and Alcohol Institute Kathryn

Hauman as Administrative Assistant reporting salary of $10250 per year
Albert Nemir as Economic Consultant reporting receipt of portion of

the partnership profits Herbert Hathorn as Consultant reporting receipt

of portion of the partnership profits and Frederick Fornes Jr as
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Interpreter-Translator reporting salary of $4200 per year Mr Fornes

services are rendered on part-time basis All are engaged in activities

to promote the principals interests in connection with the world-wide sugar
situation

On behalf of Louise Ansberry whose foreign principals are Japan
Trade Center and Pertamina Amelia Varney as Executive Assistant

engaged in the planning of travel seminars and arranging travel itineraries

for travel writers and reporting salary of $225 per week

On behalf of John ODonnell of Washington whose foreign

principal is the Philippine Sugar Institute Lawrence Myers as Economic
Consultant engaged in analyzing Philippine sugar production trends the

important of sugar income on its general econony and effects of sales of

Philippine products to the United States Mr Myers also prepares material

for presentation to Congress and others in support of Philippine requests of

import quotas under the Sugar Act Mr Myers renders his services on

special basis and reports fee in the amount of $2000 per month

On behalf of Oliver-Beckman Inc of New York whose foreign

principal is Northern Ireland Office Information Service Robert Oliver

as Advertising Executive and reporting salary averaging about $17 000

per year

On behalf of Courtney McCament of Washington whose foreign

principal is the National Wool Textile Corp of Bradord England Dirk Van

Dongen as Organization and Industry Counsellor engaged in the promotion of

British Woolens within the United States and reporting fee of $1350 to the

partnership

On behalf of the Sinapore Economic Development Board of New York

City Christopher Lin as Director engaged the promotion of Manufacturing
and marketing operations in Singapore by American business and reporting

salary of $2364 per month
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURT OF CLAIMS

INDIANS

INDIAN CLAIMS ACT OF APRIL 1864 ESTABLISHING INDIAN
RESERVATIONS IN CALIFORNIA RIGHTS OF INDIANS IN COMMUNAL LANDS
OF ENLARGED RESERVATION

Jessie Short et al The United States Cis No 102-63 decided

October 17 1973 D.J 901231046

reservation was established in nothern California pursuant to the

Act of April 1864 13 Stat 39 its boundaries were provisionally determined

in 1865 12-mile square tract of land the square on the last reach of the

Trinity River before it joins the Kiamath River was formally set aside by an
order of President Grant in 1876 and the reservation was extended by order of

President Harrison in 1891 to include an adjoining one-mile-wide strip of land

on each side of the Kiamath River from the confluence of the two rivers to

the ocean an area now called the Addition 323 Indian plaintiffs to
simplify the litigation the cases of 26 representative plaintiffs were chosen

for trial contended that as Indians of the Addition they were entitled to share

in the resources of the entire reservation includinc the square which contains

valuable timber land they claimed that the 1891 executive order in enlarging

the reservation formed single integrated reservation to which all Indians

on both the square ar1d the Addition got equal rights in common The Government

contended that the square survived the enlargement of the reservation in 1891

as an entity whose resident Indians the Hoopa Valley Tribe had vested

substantive rights exclusive as against the Indians of the Addition and that

the 1891 order joined the square and the Addition for administrative purposes

only It was held that since the Act of 1864 authorized the President in his

discretion to locate not more than four Indian reservations in California
at least one of them to be in the northern district of the State of such extent

as he deemed suitable for the accommodation of the Indians of the State all

without mention of any tribe by name and since neither the public notices of

1864 and 1865 nor the Executive Order of 1876 mentioned any Indian tribe by name
nor intimated which tribes were occupying or were to occupy the reservation
the Hoopa Indians of the square acquired no vested or preferential rights to

the square from the fact alone of being the first to occupy the square with

Presidential authority It was also held that since the 1891 order imposed no

qualification on the incorporation of the Addition into the reservation except
respecting privately owned land within the area and since no vested Indian

rights in the square existed the effect of the order was to enlarge both the

area and the population of the reservation without any limitation on the rights
of all the Indians in the communal lands of the enlarged reservation Certain
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of the plaintiffs are entitled to recover in amounts to be determined under

Rule 131c and the claims of the others are set down for retrial

STAFF Herbert Pittle Land and Natural Resources Division

INDIAN CLAIMS ASSESSMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES RE SALES

OF TIMBER ON INDWIDUALLY-OWNED INDIAN ALLOTMENTS

The Quinault Allottee Association and Individual Allottees Jennie

Boome Daniel Strom and Katie De La Cruz on their own behalf and on beha1f of

individual allottees of the Quinault Reservation The United States

C.Cls No 10271 decided October 17 1973 D.J 901231628

Plaintiffs sued to recover administrative charges collected since 1922

from the proceeds of sales of timber on allotments owned by individual Indians

and administered in trust by the United States pursuant to the Treaty of

Olympia ratified in 1859 between the United States and the Quinault Tribe

and the General Allotment Act of 1887 Plaintiffs contended that under the

General Allotment Act the United States is obligated upon termination of the

trust to convey the property to the allottees in fee discharged of said

trust and free of all charge or incumbrance whatsoever and that the assessment

of said administrative charges interfered with their vested right not to be

subject to any charges on the trust allotments Plaintiffs sought recovery

on alternative theories of Fifth Amendment taking breach of fiduciary duty

and breach of contract It was held that the United States had proper

authority under 25 U.S.C secs 406a and 413 to assess reasonable

administrative charges against the proceeds of sales of timber on the allotments

that plaintiffs have shcwn no taking of their property for public purposes no

breach of contract or flO violationof fiduciary duty treaty statute or

regulation and that accordingly plaintiffs have failed to state claim for

which relief may be granted Defendants motion for summary judgment was

granted plaintiffs cross-motion was denied and the petition was dismissed

STAFF Herbert Pittle Land and Natural Resources Division

INDIAN DEPREDATION CLAIM AGAINST THE UNITED STATES BARRED ONCE
ELECTION TO RECEIVE COMPENSATION UNDER THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ACT
HAS BEEN MADE

Dorothy Chambers Administratrix etc United States C.Cls
No 74271 decided October 19 1973 D.J 901231664

This case involves the shooting of tribal police officer member

of the Shoshone Tribe by an individual who the officer was attempting to

arrest for drunken driving within the boundaries of the Indian reservation

Plaintiff alleged that the acts of bad men among the whites resulted in

the death of the tribal police officer
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This action arises under Article of the treaty between the United States

and the Shoshone and Bannock Tribe of Indians concluded July 1868
15 Stat 673 which provides If bad men among the whites shall

commit wrong upon the person or property of the Indians the United States

will reimburse the injured person for the loss sustained

In accordance with the provisions of the treaty claim was made by

filing proof of wrong-doing with the superintendent of the Indian agency
and the claim was rejected by the Department of the Interior for several

reasons including the fact that recovery was barred because the widow and
child had elected to receive compensation under the Federal Employees
Compensation Act as amended U.S.C sec 8101 etseg The amended
petitior was filed in the Court of Claims

Defendant filed motion for summary judgment on various grounds

including the treaty by its own terms vests exclusive jurisdiction

of depredation claims in the Secretary of the Interior the depredation

policy of the treaty is obsolete personal injuries are not subject to

compensation under the treaty and the claim was barred under an election

to receive compensation under the Federal Employees Compensation Act

By order dated October 19 1973 the court concluded that the election

of the widow and child to receive compensation under the Federal Employees
Compensation Act barred pIrfff ction

STAFF John Lindskold Land and Natural Resources Division

DISTRICT COURT

PUBLIC POWER

INTERIM POWER PRODUCED FROM THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT
MAY BE SOLD TO NON-PREFERENCE CUSTOMERS AT THE SECRETARYS
DISCRETION SUBJECT TO CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL

Arizona Power Pooling Association Morton et al No 72-125-PCT
WPC Ariz decided October 1973 D.J 90-14366

This case was brought by publicly owned pwer corpanies who under

the Reclamation Act have prferentiaI r.oit to buy power produced from

reclamation project to require the Secretary of the Interior to sell the

Governments share of interim power from the Colorado River Basin Project
to them pending full development of the project

The Colorado River Basin Project is comprehensive plan to develop
thermo power plants to produce power to pump water for an irrigation purpose
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in Arizona Congress provided that the Secretary could wor out plan with

industry to produce thermo power part of which would be used for the

pumping station Four companies entered into the contract two of which
were publicly owned utilities and two of which were privately owned utilities

to build the power plant The United States share of construction cost assured

the United States 24% of the power produced The energy would be available

in 1977 but the irrigation project would not need the power until 1982

When Congress passed the Act it requested the Secretary to prepare
feasible plan for the sale of interim power and report back within one year

The Secretary elected to sell the power to the four companies building the

project and made no offer to sell the power to the preferential customers For

several years the Secretary of the Interior made interim consistent reports to

Congress telling of the contract to sell interim power to the companies
Congress in turn passed the necessary annual appropriations to implement the

project as reported The court held It appears that Congress clearly committed

the determination of the most feasible plan for disposal of the interim power to

the Secretarys discretion subject to Congressional approval which was given

repeatedly The court dismissed the complaint

STAFF Assistant Attorney Richard Alleman

Ariz

INDIANS

ABORIGINAL OCCUPATION DOES NOT SUPPORT AWARD OF FEDERAL LJND

Donahue Butz et No 70-2328 N.D Cal decided July 30
1973 D.J 9020721

This suit was brought against the Secretary of Agriculture and various

officials of the Forest Service by members of the Karuk Bank of Indians in

California an unorganized tribe without governing body recognized by the

Secretary of the Interior The Karuk Bank was among the California Indians

with whom treaties were negotiated in 1851 but which the Senate then refused

to ratify Plaintiffs alleged that the Karuk Band was induced to move off

their ancestral land in reliance on promises which never materialized that

reservation would be provided them elsewhere Their former lands are now
part of National Forests Plaintiffs alleged that the Due Process Clause of

the Constitution and the fiduciary responsibilities of the United States toward

Indians required that some of these lands now be set aside for the exclusive

use of members of the Karuk Tribe

The district court in granting the federal defendants motion for

summary judgment noted that Congress had recognized the plight of the

California Indians but had directed that their moral claim against the United

States be satisfied by the award of money damages The court could find
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no suggestion that Congress had intended that lands be set aside for these

Indian groups and ruled that absent some pertinent statutory authorization

by the Congress neither individual Indians nor Indian tribes have any right

to demand land of their choice The court also rejected the argument that

the Government general trust responsibility required that land be set aside

for these Indians holding that this doctrine was only applicable where

particular recognizable Indian rights were being interfered with or

not sufficiently protected

STAFF Assistant Attorney Rodney Hamblin N.D Cal

CONDEMNATION

VALUATION OF LANDS CONTAINING WALNUT TREES AND GRAVEL

DEPOSITS

United States 186.65 Acres in Boone and Polk Counties Iowa

Norman Mondt Civil No 10148Ci S.D Iowa September 13 1973

D.J 3316248399

This condemnation case involved an 84 00 acre farm on the banks of

the Des Moines River underlain with gravel and supporting grove of

walnut trees The Governments testimony was from $25500 to $30100
The range of the defendants testimony was from $76500 to $97425 From

an award of $33125 the defendant filed objections contending the commission

erred in finding no market value for the walnut trees or for th gravel deposits

As to the walnut trees the court found that the commission had not

considered the presence of walnut trees on the property and raised the

contributory value of the trees to the pastureland by $100 per acre to

compensate the owner

As to the gravel deposits the court stated that the presence of minerals

must be considered but there needs to be more than theoretical future

demand supported by volume and duration citing Mills United States

363 F.2d 78 1966 There never was more than contingency that

any gravel would be taken from defendant property The two contracts for

gravel removal had not resulted in gravel extraction and therefore the

commission is correct in finding that the gravel did not add any contributory

value to the whole

For these reasons the court overruled the defendants objections to

the commission report

STAFF Assistant Attorney James Rosenbaum S.D Iowa
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PUBLIC LANDS

NO JURISDICTION TO REVIEW GRAZING DECISION OF THE SECRETARY
OF THE INTERIOR

Ball Brothers Sheep Company Rogers Morton Civil No
17235 Idaho decided October 12 1973 D.J 90112426

Plaintiffs filed this action to set aside decision of the Secretary of

the Interior acting through the Board of Land Appeals affirming for the most part
decision of District Grazing Manager which divided grazing subunit into

four allotments assigning two of the allotments to plaintiff for sheep and

two of the allotments to others principally for cattle Prior to the decision
grazing in common of both cattle and sheep was permitted throughout the

entire subunit The court upon the basis of Mollahan Gray 413 F.2d 349

C.A 1969 to the effect that Taylor Grazing Act vests broad discretionary

powers in the Secretary to regulate the use and occupancy of grazing districts

found it lacked jurisdiction to review the decision

STAFF John Lindskold Land and Natural Resources Division

ENVIRONMENT

RIVERS AND HARBORS ACT IN REVIEWING APPLICATION FOR DREDGE
ANID FILL PERMIT CORPS OF ENGINEERS NEED NOT CONDUCT ADVERSARY
HEARING AND THE SCOPE OF JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CORPS ACTION IS LIMITED
TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

Gables by the Sea Inc Emmett Lee Jr et al No 73-752-

Civ.-WM S.D Fla decided October 16 1973 D.J 62-18-104

Gables by the Sea Inc applied for dredge and fill permit from the

Corps of Engineers pursuant to 33 U.S.C sec 403 The Corps issued public

notice of the application and received hundreds of comments against the project

and less than five in favor of it Gables never requrested hearing on its

application but did submit report to the Corps in an attempt to rebut the

adverse comments The permit was denied and Gables filed an action seeking
in effect denovo review of the Corps action Pfter filirc the complaint

Gables attempted to conduct discovery in an attempt to obtain information

supporting its position that the dredge and fill activities would cause

insignificant environmental harm

The Government filed motion for summary judgment to which was
attached the Corps administrative record regarding the denial of the permit
The court granted the motion and decided the issuance or denial of

dredge and fill permit is not contingent upon adversary proceedings and

since Gables had its opportunity to request hearing and elected not to do so
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it could not challenge the denial of the permit on the basis it did not receive

hearing judic.al review must be centered around the contents of the

administrative record and information extraneous to the record should not
be considered based onthe information in the administrative record
the Corps action was not arbitrary or capricious nor did it reflect clear

error of judgment and the factfinding procedures of the Corps were

adequate to support its actions

STAFF Assistant Ti Attorney Robert Reynolds S.D Fla
James Walpole Land and Natural Resources Division


